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THE REMJVAL OF srAGNANI' WINI'ER AIR MASSES 
FRCM WYCMING'S WIND RIVER BASIN 

Gary L. Cbx 
National Weather Service Forecast Office 

Cheyenne, Wyaning 

Jeffrey M. Grahaml 
National Weather Service Office 

Lander, Wyaning 

Abstract~ A camon forecast problan during late fall 
through early spring in Wyaning is the scouring of a shallow 
dare of cold air fran the Wind River Basin. If there is 
sufficient SOC!ii cover to serve as a radiative sink, cold air 
filtering into the Basin following the );laSsage of a cold 
front will beccme trapped and stagnant. These air rrasses 
are claracterized by a very steep, surface-based radiation 
inversion 300 to 500 feet deep, capped by a much deeper 
subsidence inversion. They are rem::wed only by the passage 
of another cold front of sufficient strength to increase the 
vertical wirrl shear and decrease the static stability. so 
tlat dynamic instability occurs. Cbservational evidence is 
presented tlat suggests a gradient Riclardson nurri:Jer of 
about 0. 7 can is needed to produce this dynamic insta
bility. 

Introduction 

One of the recurring forecast proolans during late fall through early 
spring in Wyaning is the scouring of a shalla-; dOOE of cold air fran the Wind 
River Basin. . The Wind River Basin is located in the west-central p;trt or the 
state (Fig. 1). Tle cold air, typically only a fe~ hurx3red feet deep during the 
afternoons, keeps the high temperatures at Lander (LND) and Riverton (RIW) only 
in the single digits or teens, while at higher level locations in the Wind River 
Range rraxinrum temperatures are in the 20's, 30's and even la-;er 40's. 

An even rrore serioos concern than the discanfort and cost of the persistent 
cold is the trapping and accumulation of atrrospheric pollutants in the shallow 
dOOE of air; In especially long episodes, like during the severe winter of 
1983-1984, Frem:mt Cbunty authorities lave lad to ban the burning of wood in 
heating stoves. 

Another proolan associated with the inversions, rrost camonly in the 
Rivertcn area near the confluence of a coople of rivers, is very dense, persis
tent fog which poses a threat to travelers. Road oorrlitions are also slow to 
improve because of the cold. 

1 CUrrent affiliation is N8.tional Weather Service Forecast Office, Great 
Falls, M:mtana. 
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Fig. 1. 'Ibp:>gLaphical features of centLal and westeLn Wyan:ing. HJrizontal 
distance scale at base of map an:i elevatioo scale at upper right. 
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By "scOuring of the cold air," the autl:ors rrean enough of a decrease in the 
static stability of tre stagnant cold air rrass for it to be replaced by a newer 
Pacific or canadian air rrass. When this occurs, the steep surface (or near 
surface) inVerted teyperature stratum is mixed out. Rules of t:.hurrb for fore
casting the scouring of the cold air r.mge fran guessing at the potential 
strength of an approaching weather systan to waiting until the Lander teypera
ture starts wanning at a rate of 10 to 20°F per rour and then updating the 
forecast. This paper presents an attanpt to quantify approaching distw:Dances, 
specifically cold fronts, in tenns of characteristics such as vertical wind 
shear arrl gradient Richardson Nur!i:Jer in ropes that this will provide a reliable 
indication whether the approaching cold air rrass will replace the stagnant c:ne 
in the Wind River Basin. While it is a curious rreteorological situation, we are 
concerned with detell!lining whether a passing cold front is strong enough to wann 
the Basin up. --

2. Formation of Inversions 

Typically, a subsidence inversion is present after a cold air rrass l!Oires 
into the Wind River Basin fran the north or east under the anticyclonic portion 
of an upper tropospheric storm systan. Following the clearing of skies and 
drying of the air behirrl the storm, a surface-based radiative inversion develops 
due to night-tine cooling. The strength, depth, and persistence of this inver
si<n is partially dependent on tre depth of snow cover. This is due to the 
strong reflection of solar energy (high albedo) arrl strong radiation of terres
trial energy (high emissivity) (Munn, 1966) • Depending on water content, as 
little as 2 percent of the incident radiation will penetrate a depth of 10 em 
(four inches) into tre snow (Sellers, 1965) • In all tre cases used for this 
study, the srJ:M cover was nore than three inches. 

Tre topograpey of the Basin facilitates the pooling of the cold air. Along 
the Popo Agie (pronounced ro-ro-SHA') River, flowing northeastward fran Lander 
to Riverton, tre elevations are about 5,500 feet MSL (Fig. 1). Between Lander 
and Riverton the R>po Agie rrerges with the Wind and Little Wind rivers, which 
approach fran tre west. The resultant Wind River then flows north through the 
Wind River Omyon. The terrain rises steadily in all directions fran the 
rivers. 

A large gap between the Big Hom M:Juntains northeast of Riverton and the 
Rattlesnake Hills to tre east-southeast allows cold air rrasses to back into the 
Basin. Also, srraller gaps in the OWl Creek Mountains to the north-nortl'Mest of 
Riverton arrl the Bridger Mountains to the north-northeast allCM cold air rrasses 
to funnel in. Figure 1 sb:Jws row strongly the elevations rise north, west and 
south of the Basin. 

The surface-based inversions deepen and becane sha.lla.,rer with the diurnal 
cycle. On 12 Ul'C soundings, tre top of the radiatic:n inversicn is frequently 
fran 800 to 780mb (a height of 1,000 to 1,500 feet AGL). During the day the 
tcip of the radiation inversion lowers to within 300 to 500 feet of the surface, 
or to a pressure of 810 to 820 mb. 
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As one would expect, the greatest increase in temperature off the surface 
is note:d on the 12 UTC sounlings. When the inversions are at their 110st per
sistent, inversion rates of 45°C km-1 are mtuaJ., especially just before inver
sion break. Rates as high as 95°C km-1 were foun:l in this study. These extrare 
surface-base:d values were note:d after wanning above the boonJaJ:y laye;- had 
cx:curre:d in association with an air nass llDiring in fran the .Pacific Northriest. 

After cold air has settled into the Wind River Basin, the nonnal configura
tion of the Larder scun:ling is a radiatiCI'lal inversion up to around 800 Jib, 
tq;JPE:d by another weaker inversicn or isothe:rnel layer extending to around 750 
Jib. This is capped by a near-dry adiabatic lapse rate. Figure 22a (the left 
portion) exanplifies this configuration. 

3. Theoretical Backgrourrl 

A. Destabilization 

M:tthara.tically, the processes in the atiiOsJ;here that lead to a change 
in the lapse rate at a station have been described by Johannessen (AWSM 105-124, 
1969) • Denoting the lapse rate by: 

y=-aT/az 

where T is tanperature and z is height above groond. 

{increasing stability < 0 
ay/ at = decreasing stability > 0 

= -1/<:p a ;az (dQ 1 dt) 

- v • '1/y 

+ av 1 a z • VT 

+aw;az (f-y) 

- w ay 1 az 

differential 
{ heating in the 

vertical 

advection of 
{ air of different 

stability 

shearing advection 
{ of different 

tanperature · 

shrinking and 
{ stretching of 

column 

{ vertical advection 
of lapse rate 

V is the horizontal wirrl vector, w is vertical 110tion, Cp is the specific heat 
at constant pressure, and Q is diabatic heating. 

Q irrlicates heat transfers by radiation and turoulen::e, and the latent heat 
exchange:d during corrlensatian and evaporation. If Q in::ludes latent heat, r 
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i.') must be interpreted as the saturation adiabatic lapse rate during the con:iensa
tion phase, but as tre dry adiabatic lapse rate othe:z:wise. Thus, tre first tenn 
in the equation for lapse rate changes can be expan:ied: 

ay/at =- 1 1 Cp a/az [d /dt (QL + Qa + Qr)] ••• 

where CL is latent heat exchange, an:i Qa an:i Or are reat transfers by radiation 
an:i turbulence, respectively. 

If there is a positive tw:bulent heat transfer with tine and the transfer 
is downward then, neglecting the other tenns, ay;az > 0 an:i there is decreasing 
stability. In a stable atmJsphere the floo of heat due to turbulent eddy notion 
is downward, and that tre ulti:rrate effect of mixing is to produce an atmJsphere 
with constant lapse rate equal to the adiabatic value (Sutton, 1951) • Radia
tional cooling of clOLrl top layers at night an:i/or the release of latent heat in 
looer levels will cause destabilization also. 

The horizontal advection of less stable air into an area will cause destab
ilization. If during cold air advection, the ageostro~c cuuponent to the 
win:i increases with height, the shearing advectic:n of different temperatures 
into an area will destabilize the air rnass. The ageostrophic win:i curq;x:ment 
consists of a local or isallobaric contribution, a downwin:i or advective contri
bution,. an:i a contribution due to vertical advection of the win:i shear (Haltiner 
and Martin, 1957) • Since vertical shear is present during scouring episodes, an 
ageostrophic win:i euuponent exists to provide destabilization by cooling the air 
nore rapidly aloft than at looer levels. 

In a· stretching air column the top ascends faster and will cool nore rapid
ly than the bottan an:i result in less stability. Finally, the vertical advec
tion of lapse rate will act to destabilize the air when there is net ~ 

· vertical notim in an air mass where the stability increases with height. This 
nost likely oc=s along a cold frontal surface as it l!OITed through the Wind 
River Basin. Later we will find another mechanisn which can generate insta
bility as strong upward vertical notions spread numerically smaller lapse rates 
upward causing decreasing stability. 

B. Dynamic Instability 

Browning, Harrold and Starr (1970) noted that the nost likely necha
nisn for the breakdoon of stably stratified layers in the free atmJsphere is 
dynamic, or Kelvin-Helrrfrx)ltz, instability. The vertical shear of the h::>rizontal 
win:i is a source of dynamic instability. Although it is generally not strong 
enough to overcane static stability, dynamic instability often leads to turl:>u
lence (Lilly, 1986). The Richardson NunU:ler (Ri), a non-dirrensional mmber which 
represents the ratio of the thermal stability to the vertical shear of the rrean 
wind, separates stable fran unstable shear-floo regirres (Hess, 1959). The nore 
stable the lapse rate, the nore turbulence is suppressed--the larger the numera
tor, the bigger Ri. Tre larger the vertical shear, the greater the tendercy for 
turbulent eddies to fonn---the larger the denaninator, the smaller the Ri. L. F. 
Richardsm interpreted the ratio as the work done against gravitational sta
bility to the energy transforrred fran rrean to turbulent notion (Huschke, 1959). 
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A Ri less than 0.25 is a prerequisite for unstable flow and turbulence (Hooke, 
1986). T1e gradient foi!ll of the Richardson NLmber is: 

Ri = giG dElldz I (dUidz)2 (Hooke, 1986) 

= as used here: 

Ri = g dlnElldz I (du/dz) 2 + (dvldzl 2 

where g = gravitational acceleration, EJ = potential ta!perature, U is the wi.rd 
speed, and (u,v) are the (x,y) canpanents of the nean h::>rizontal win:i. 

We also calculate a Richardson NLmiber f= the noist atnosphere defined as: 

Rie = g dlnEJefdz I (du/dz) 2 + (dvldz) 2 

where Ele = equivalent potential ta!perature. 

(lblton, 1979) 

Lc is latent heat of con:iensation, CJs is saturation mixing ratio, and T is 
tenperature. This is a slight variation of the noist Richardson NLmber defined 
by Browning, Harrold and Starr (1970) which utilized wet bulb p:>tential ta!pera
ture. 

It is difficult to test or utilize for prediction the 0.25 critical 
Richardson NLmiber because criterion need only be exceeded over only a saall 
region for a short period. The Ri itself is a not=iously unstable statistic 
wh::>se value depends an the scale over which it is measured (Reiter and Lester, 
1967). The Ri is highly variable in space and frequently ranges fran zero to + 
infinity (Lilly, 1986). 'lb ccmpute Ri, the vertical resolution of the ooserva= 
tions nrust be less than the depth over which turbulent breakdown occurs. 
Routine radioson:ie ascents usually do rot provide sufficient detail = repre
sentativity (Browning, Harrold and starr, 1970). However, there is ooserva
tional evidence that in strong frontal zones the Ri is about 0.25 (Ludlam, 
1967) • 

In Sl.lllllBry, scouring events occur CXlly with the eastward passage of a 
strong cold front. Because of the height of the terrain (Fig. 1) west through 
northeast of the Win:i River Basin, low to mid-level portions of Pacific = 
Canadian cold fronts have to re-foi!ll after crossing the m:runtains. The fODia
tion of a mid-trop:>spheric front increases the vertical wind shear and lowers 
the Ri (Shapiro, 1974). Amplifying gravity waves in this shear flow further aid 
in the destabilization. 

4. case Studies 

A. November 15, 1986--Inversion Break 

On Novanber 11th and 12th a Canadian air IIB.SS drowed southeastward -) 
out of Alberta an the anticyclonic side of an uwer tropospheric trough rotating J 
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CJ around an upper 1= near Hudson's Bay (Figs. 2 and 3). The Canadian air rrass 
settled over the Wi.Iid River Basin. The high tenperatures at Lander were 18 and 
19°F on the 12th and 13th, respectively, having cooled fran the 40°F high on the 
11th. The l=s on the 12th and 13th were -1 and -4°F. The sn= depth was four 
inches fran the 12th through 14th, altbough it decreased to three inches by the 
12 UK: Novenber 15th ooservation. 

On the =ming of the 14th, as an upper trough extending west-soothwestward 
fran the Hudson Bay 1= was noving into the Pacific Northwest, another mass of 
cold Canadian air was dro_wing south along the northern R=ldes (Figs. 4 and 5). 
However, a Pacific cold frcnt was also noving inland. By 12 UK: en the 15th, 
the Canadian air rrass had backed into the Win:i River Basin. The rarains of the 
Pacific front, an:i the upper level trough were just upstream of the Basin (Figs. 
6 and 7) • These CO!lbined systems scoured the cold air fran the Basin. Figure 8 
slJa.Js a 10°F wanning fran 09 urc to 12 UK: en the 15th associated with a win:i 
shift to the east and significant dew point tenperature rise as the new Canadian 
air mass replaced the old one which had stagnated in the Basin. 

The soundings during this episode are shc:mn in Figure 9. At 12 urc 
Novanber 14th there was a very strong radiaticn inversion (tenperature increase 
rate of 95°C knll) off the surface capped by the rarains of a subsidence inver
sion. During the next 12 hours, the win:i directions bel= the 500 rrb level 
becarre westerly as speeds generally increased. Alt:ocurmilus standing lenticular 
(ACSL) clouds, evidence of increasing win:is, shear aloft, an:i dynamic destabili
zation, were oose:rved much of the period (Fig. 8) • The slope of the 0 surfaces 
f:ran the 14th at 12 urc to 00 urc on the 15th between 700 rrb down an:i the top of 
the inversion indicate wanning during that period (Fig. 10). The surface pres
sure at 00 UK: was 807 nb, having decreased fran 814 rrb at 12 UK: Novanber 14th. 
This also indicates that a net wanning of the air column above Lan:ier had 
occurred. 

On the 00 urc soon:iing the Ri J'li.IITbers in the two 1,000 feet layers imnedi
ately above and bel= 700 mb were bel= 0.25 (Fig. 9b). Since the top of the 
Win:i River Range imnediately upstream of the Basin is slightly higher than the 
700 mb level, it provides a strong nechanical disturbance to air flo,qing into 
the Basin. This is believed to be the reason the initial unstable layers appear 
near 700 mb. Hooke (1986) noted that air flo,q av-er mountainous terrain is a 
persistent forcing nechanism capable of generating gravity waves. Figures lOa, 
lOb, and llb sl:x::w a slight increase in 0 values in the layers boun:iing 700 rrb 
with win:i shear values varying fran 18.1 to 18.6 m sec-1 km-1. This am:JU!lts to 
about 10 kts of speed increase per 1,000 feet through the unstable layers. 
Further, in the unstable layers, the west win:i canponent is an order of rragni
tude greater than the north or south carponent. This consistercy of the wi.Iid 
direction is significant in light of the topographical features imnediately 
upstream of the Basin. At 00 urc the tenperature increase rate off tre surface 
was 45.8°C km-1, a decrease of over half the previous (12 Ul'C) value. 

The 00 UK: Novanber 15th sa.mding possesses rrany of the characteristics 
typically present just before inversion break: strong generally west win:is at 
mountain top level (near 700 rrb or 4,000 to 6,000 feet AGLl1 and Ri values less 
than 0.25 just above or belo,q 700 mb with vertical shear in those unstable 
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Fig. 3. 500 mb Chart. for 12 UTC Noverrber 12, 1986. 
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Surface/sea level pressure analysis for 12 urc Novenber 14, 1986. 
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Fig. 5. 500 mb Chart for 12 urc N:Jirati:>er 14, 1986. 
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Fig. 7. 500 rob Chart for 12 UTC November 15, 1986. 
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CJ layers of greater than 15m sec-1 km-1, (about 10 kts per 1,000 feet). There is 
generally a temperature increase rate inmediately off the surface of around 40°C 
km-1 or m:::>re on both of the last two sourrlings before inversion break. 

Figure 11 s~ increasing lapse rates between 12 UTC on Novanber 14th to 
00 UTC on Novanber 15th fran the inversion up to 500 mb. While part of this 
destabilizaticn was m:::>St likely the result of the horizontal advecticn of lapse 
rates ahead of the approaching disturbance, with the strong wind shear present, 
shearing advecticn of different taiper:atures was also destabilizing the air 
rrass. The dayti.rre heating cycle was also destabilizing the air rrass by radia
tiOilal heat transfer. By 00 UTC a layer straddling 700 !lb had becare dynami
cally unstable and the ensuing tw:bulent heat transfer began further reducing 
the static stability. 

At 12 UTC on the 15th, following inversion break, lapse rates were decreas
ing through the mid and upper levels of the air nass (above 700 mb) following 
the frontal p:~ssage and indicating destabilization processes had been reversed. 
Th: low Ri values at 12 UTC sl:lc:Med dynamic instability was still present (Fig. 
9c). · 

Figure 10 shows that by 12 UTC on the 15th the 8 gradient in the lowest 
several thousand feet decreased by a factor of three. This decrease in static 
stability was due to turbulent energy transfer as well as the changed air rrass. 
The colder 8 values at each level, with respect to the previous sounding (Figs. 
lOb and c), indicated the p:~ssage of a surface to 500 mb cold frontal boundazy. 

Figure 9 has m:::>ist Richardson numbers (Riel in p:~rentheses to the right of 
the Ri values, whenever the Ri is less than 0. 7. N::>te that the Rie values are 
srraller. This agrees with Einaudi and Lalas (1973), who found that in an at:rro
sphere with shear, condensation tends to nake the atm:::>Sphere less dynamically 
stable. Tl:e sane amJUilt of vertical wind shear will produce a lower Richardson 
number (and thus m:::>re turbulence) in a m:::>ist atm:::>sphere than in a dry one. 

B. December 30, 1986--Inversion Break 

Figures 12 and 13 show ·a surface to 500 mb pressure ridge in western 
of Wyaning at 12 UTC December 29, 1986. Figure 14a indicates stable Ri values 
through the depth of the sounding. The rate of tenq;Jerature increase off the 
surface was 67 .7°C krtll (Fig. 16a). Wind speeds were light fran the surface to 
700 mb with ccnsiderable variaticn in direction. The snow depth at Lander had 
been five inches for several weeks. Fbr several days prior to the 29th, temper
atures had been relatively constant with highs around 300p and lows fran 5 to 
13°F. 

By 00 UTC December 30 westerly winds had developed throughout the sounding. 
Th: layer just above 700 !lb had its Ri decrease to 0.19 (Fig. 14b) and had 20.8 
m sec-1 km-1 of vertical shear (9 kts through the 1,000 feet layer) (Fig. 16b). 
ACSL clouds were c:bserved at 21 UTC (Fig. 17), a hirit of the instability which 
would be shown en the sounding several hours later. Above the inversion, de
scent of the 8 surfaces fran 12 UTC 'to 00 UTC indicated wanning (Figs. 15a and 
b) • Also, the surface pressure fell fran 836 mb at 12 UTC to 833 ni:> at 00 urc, 
and 831 !lb at 12 UTC December 30th. 
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At this point the =ld air was trapped in the Wind River Basin since scoor-. 
ing could not oc= because of the lack of a nature =ld frcnt. How'ever, 
Figures 18 am 19 shJw cne approaching the rx:>rthwest =mer of Wyaning at 12 urc 
cn the 30th. One would expect this front to produce a_ scouring of the stagnant 
air fran the Ba!;in. Even though lapse rate changes fran 12 urc on the 29th to 
00 urc an the 30th were not as dranatic as in the previous case, values fran the 
inversion to just above 700 rob were increasing (i.e., destabilization). In 
contrast, lapse rates were decreasing higher cn the sounding. Tallperatures fran 
700 rob to 500 rob were wanning at about the sane rate, resulting in neither 
stretching or shrinking of the column. Shearing advecticn of different tenpera.
tures was not significant because cnly vertical shear prevailed through the 
sQll'lding until after 00 urc. Thus, the changes were likely due to a catbination 
of h:>rizontal lapse rate advection and the radiational effect of the diurnal 
cycle. 

Figure 17 shJws the Larrler surface d:>se:rvations fran 12 Ul'C Decati:ler 29th 
to 12 Ul'C Decanber 30th. The changes fran 06 urc to 12 ure-a 17°F wanning of 
the tanperature and dew point, a veering of the wini to the rx:>rth or rx:>rthwest-· 
definitely indicate a break of the inversion. Further, the reversal of the 
slope of the 0 surfaces (Fig. 15c) iniicates that the =ld frontal p:~ssage lad 
occurred by 12 UTC even though the surface clart (Fig. 18) for 12 Ul'C still las 
the cold front west of the northwest =mer of the state. The post-frontal 
sruniing still indicated several dynamically unstable layers in the cold air 
with respect to either Ri and Rie (Fig. 14c). The inversion that is present at 
am just above 700 rob is probably the frontal zone aloft am is associated with 
a near 50 kt jet at 650 rob. 

c. Decerrber 27, 1986--Inversian Failed to Break 

At 12 Ul'C Decanber 26, 1986, a positively tilterl short wave trough extended 
fran rx:>rthem Alberta, Canada to along the Oregon coast (Fig. 20). The shearing 
trough sJ::a.is up best in the the:rnal field. Figure 21 shcMs an associaterl sur
face trough (or weak front) along the lee side of the Rockies in southern 
Alberta am central M::mtana. The tanperature profile for 12 UTC Decanber 26th 
(Fig. 22a) shJws the typical stagnant air nass =nfiguration--surface-based 
radiatim inversim capped by a subsidence inversicn or near isothe:rnal layer. 
Light west to northwest winis prevail fran the surface to 700 rob with stable · 
Riclardsm numbers. . The snow depth at 12 UTC Decanber 26th was five inches, am 
it remained that through 12 UTC the following day. 

Fran 12 U'I'C to 00 Ul'C Decanber 27th there was mid-level wanning, fran about 
650-750 rob, with cooling at higher levels (Figs. 22, 23a and b) • On Figures 
23a am b the wanning is reflected in lowering 0 surfaces with the Cooling aloft 
+a ising p:>tential tanperature surfaces. Destabilization was occurring as lapse 
rate values were increasing through zrost of the air mass during the day. 
Horizontal advection of lapse rate was prd:>ably laving an effect as cooling 
aloft am stronger wanning at mid-levels was ooserved. Also, there was the 
radiational effect of the diurnal cycle. Since the vertical shear ·was mininal, 
shearing advecticn of different tanperatures was probably not significant. 
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Fig. 19. 

Fig. 20. 

500 rob Chart for 12 UTC December 30, 1986. 

500 rob Chart for 12 UTC December 26, 1986. 
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As cme would expect, wind directioris below 700 mb during the day were 

veering, with little change in speeds or vertical wirrl shear. Richardscn num
bers rarained stable (Fig. 22b). · Fi~es 24a and.b s11cM wirrl shear values fran 
the surface to 700 nb of 10.9 m sec- km-1 or less. This is in contrast to the 
values greater tban 15m sec-1 km-1 that were d:>served with the inversion
breaking cold frcmtal systems of the previous two cases. Altb::rugh ACSL clouds 
were d:>served during the day. (Fig. 25) indicating that rrountain waves were 
occurring, they were likely at higher levels. 

By 12 urc Decanber 27th the surface system was well to the east of the Wind 
River Basin. The trough exterrled fran the Dakotas to the Nebraska Panhan:lle 
(Fig. 26). This is about coincident with the 500 mb thenral trough (Fig. 27). 
During the previaus day the surface pressure at Larrler had lowered fran 831 nb 
to 830 mb. It then increased two millibars by 12 \Jl'C Decanber 27th. This is 
more than the nomill diurnal change. · Fran 03 urc to 06 urc a shift fran west to 
southeast occurred in the. surface wirrls (Fig. 25), however other changes were 
quite weak arrl inconclusive. Tenperatures arrl dew points renained about .the 
same after the wirrl shift, altb::rugh there was about a millibar of pressure 
rise. 

A distinct shift in the mid-level wirrl directions, a rising of the 0 sur
faces, arrl a change in the tenperature profile indicate that a weak upper tropo
spheric cold front had passed through (Figs. 22, 23b and c). The front did rot 
scour the stagnant air fran the Basin. It was was not strong enough or deep 
enough. In fact, Figure 24c shows a tenperature increase off the surface of 
56°C km-1 -,-all!Dst 50 percent greater than 24 b::rurs earlier. Wind shear values 
remained relatively SI!Bll (Fig. 24c) as did most of the Ri values remain high 
(Fig. 22c). This case lacked the critical elarents for an inversion break--the 
passage of a strcmg, deep cold frcmt capable of producing greater than 15 m 
sec-1 km-1 vertical shear and dynamic instability (i.e., Ri less tban 0.25) in a 
layer near 700 mb. 

5. Discussion 

A. M:list Richardscm Number 

For these case studies, a l!Dist Richardscn Nunber, Rie, was calculated 
using the equivalent p:)tential tenperature, theta-e. 'l'heta-e was ch:>sen so that 
both the heats of corrlensation and evaporation would be included in the calcula
tion. Even tb::rugh the air masses associated with these stagnant episodes are 
normally dry, except in very shallow near surface layers, they can be associated 
with cloudiness, even precipitation. 

On Figures 9, 14 arrl 22, if Rie values of 0.7 or less occurred, they were 
plotted to tl:e right of Ri values in parentheses. As noted, Rie values were 
typically less than their corresporrling Ri values. Figures 9 arrl 14 show 
instances where Ri > 0.25 arrl the corresponding Rie value was < 0.25. The fact 
that dynamic instability defined using the Rie criterion appears earlier than 
it would if the Ri one was used can be valuable in predicting an inversion 
break. 
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Fig. 2:1. 500 rob Chart for 12 urc Decatber 27, 1986. 
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However, the calculation of theta-e is complicated and requires the mois
ture profile. Thus, an attenpt was rrade to statistically predict Rie values 
using Ri. Evaluation of CNer 60 (Ri, Riel obse:rvation :r;airs with Ri less than 
or equal to one shc:Med a correlaticn coefficient of 0.98 between tre two :r;aram
eters. A second order curve (Figure 28) yields a standard error of the Rie 
estirrate of 0.25. Since the nain aim is qualitatively assessing dynamic insta
bility rather than quantitatively calculating Rie, this error is tolerable, 
al trough barely so. 

The negative Ri values plotted on Figure 28 can be attributed to round off 
errors in tre calculations or to weakly superadiabatic layers. J)b negative Ri 
values were found in the three cases discussed. A few cases of negative 
Richardson numbers were ooserved by Dal~le et al. (1963) , during tre polar 
night, which they attributed to long wave radiation exchange with wann air 
aloft. 

Fran the plot it is reasonable to aSSl..llle that Rie is less than 0.25 when Ri 
is less than 0.68. This is in agreement with the cases presented. Thus, an Ri 
of 0.68 can be taken as the thresl:x>ld of moist dynamic instability in the Wim 
River Basin. · 

B. Influence of Gravity Waves 

Because of the number of dynamically tmstable layers en the sounding i.nrre-
diately before am saretimes after inversicn break, it appe:1rs that tw:bulent .·J 
energy transfer develops prior to inversion break. This turbulence is an active ' 
rrechanis:'n which helps reduce the te:rperature discontinuity am static stability. 
Turbulent energy transfer adjusts the enviroTII18Iltal lapse rate toward the dry 
adiabatic rate (SUtton, 1951). Gravity waves which fonn in tre disturbed, 
dynamically tmstable air flow off the Wim River Range are responsible for much 
of this turbulence. Typical streamlines and resulting turbulence downstream of 
mountains in cases of lee waves are shown in Figure 29. 

Schaefer (1986) noted that gravity waves can be naintained only in an 
environnent that features a layer with a Richardson rrumber less that 0.5 which 
is at or near an altitude where wim speed equals tre wave phase velocity, i.e., 
a critical level. The gravity wave imuced l:x>rizontal velocity in a rredium with 
shear is approxinated by 

(<bssard & Hooke, 1975) 

where u is the ambient wim speed, Po is the density at the base of the strongly 
sheared layer and Pt is the density at the top of layer. Dynamic instability 
begins when Ri is less than 0.25, and in tre cases studied this corresponds to 

0t- 00 ~ 1oK 

Considering the accuracy of calculation, this :irrg;>lies that 

0t _::: 00 CNer the unstable layer. 
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Fig. 29. Scha:ratic diagram shcMing streamlines based en cbserved lee waves. 
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The upstream velocity profile is i:OOicated en the left (f:ron Holton, 
1979). 
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C) 
Since P0 /Pt is proportional to 0tf00 , u. approaches U, an:i a critical level 
exists. Thus, gravity waves can be rraintained in the dynamically unstable 
layers. 

Nomally internal gravity waves I!OVing in a quasi-horizontal layer of high 
stratificaticn near tre grourrl thcit is overlain by a deeper weakly stratified 
layer pro];l'lgate their energy lliWciid <MaY fran the surface. Fig. 30 scharati
cally sh:Jws tre nomal relationship between tre direction tre gravity wave 
itself pro];l'lgates and the direction the wave's energy prq:agates. This loss of 
energy causes lew level disturbances associated with gravity waves to rapidly 
lose their anplitude. H::Jwever, it is possible for wave refraction, and/or 
];l'lrtial wave trapping to occur. Inirersions are prirra:ry sites of wave trapping 
an:i ducting (Hooke, 1986) as shown in Figure 31. If wini shears are large 
(i.e., srrall Ricl::ardscn number) wave over-reflections occur, tl::at is t:te wave 
reflected fran the critical layer J::as a larger anplitude than the incident wave 
itself (Hooke, 1986). 

· Both the ve!rtical and liOrizontal atmospheric te!nperature structure affects 
wave propagation. This structure dete:rrnines the frequency of internal gravity 
waves. This frequency is the Brunt-Vaisalla frequency and is given by: 

N = (g d/dz(lne>>o.5. 

() where t:te overbar represents an average over tre wave containing layer. Tlrus, 
'· Brunt-Vaisalla is the square root of the IllJITerator of an average Ricl::ardson 

number. For gravity wave energy to ranain at lew layers, the Brunt-Vaisalla 
frequency llRlSt decrease with height. Crook (1988) investigated the vertical 
temperature an:i wirrl profiles of several large anplitude gravity wave episodes 
detailed in the literature. The ratio of the Brunt~Vaisala frequencies for the 
weakly stratified upper layer an:i the lewer highly stratified cne (N2/Nl) was 
approxirrately 0.3 for all the gravity wave events he studied. 

This ratio was c<ilculated for the cases in this study. N1 was calculated 
across the layer stretching fran the surface to the top of the strong inversion, 
and N2 was calculated over a layer ranging up-Jard fran this point to 500 nb. 
The values are plotted en Figs. 10, 15 an:i 23. They range fran 0.26 to 0.64. 
All .of these fire quite clo~ to tre 0.3 value. Further, if the 12 UTC 
Decerriber 30, 1986 value is recalculated with the botton layer restricted to only 
the. inversicn.layer, rather that the inversicn layer plus the bounda:ry layer, 
the high 0.64 ratio droJ;G to a IlDre carq;atible value of 0.36. These results 
indicate tl::at lew level 9ravity waves are a possible rrechanism for turbulence 
production during scouring events. 

However, note tl::at there llRlSt exist SOlE additional rrechanism, besides the 
general stratification profile, to trap energy at lew levels. Crook (1988) 
noted that there are three cumcmly occurring rrechanisms: wirrls in the upper 
layer fran a direction tl::at opposes the wave IlDtionr t:te existence of a jet in 
the lower layer that opposes the wave IlDtion; and the existence of an elevated 
strong inversicn at a height that maximizes t:te effects of wave reflection. 
Ideally, the inversion should be a quarter of a vertical wave length above the 
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Fig. 30. Gravity wave energy and J;ilase proJ,::agaticn (fran lkloke, 1986) • 

Fig. 31. 
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Gravity wave trapping by inverted atl!alpheric l:eug;lerature structure. 
The srrall aria\'8 imicate lilase p~gaticn direction; the cross nar:ks 
iniicate the associated P"ase fronts am locaticn of the gravity wave 
packet. Broad arra<~S indicate directicn of packet IIICltian (fran Hooke, 
1986). 
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ground. Further, the inversion stould lave a depth carpl.rable to this height. 
Detenninatioo of this height is further canpl.icated by the fact that the verti
cal wave length is a function of the l:Drizontal ooe. 

While .this third m:chanism is the rrost likely for the scouring of cold air 
fran the Wirrl River Basin, the coarse :torizontal resolution of the upper air 
network arrl the 12 hour interval between soundings nake it virtually impossible 
to evaluate the wave lengths fran operational synoptic data. 

Whether trapped, or over-reflected, gravicy waves act to extract available 
kinetic energy in the shear zone in which they are trapped or reflected. This 
decreases the potential terg;:erature gradient through the layer, which is a · 
reduction in static stabilicy. Even when gravity waves are evanescent, arrl n:>t 
ducted, so that their amplitude decreases exponentially with distance <May fran 
the critical level, significant am:nmts of energy can be prcp3.gated (Schaefer, 
1988). In the case of lCM level cpposing flCM, Crook (1988) foorrl vertical · 
velocities of 1 to 1.5 m sec-1 generated by the gravity waves. 

In addition to stagnant unconditionally stable winter air masses, the 
action of.9ravity waves las application to severe thunderstorm environments 
(Uccellini, 1975). If gravicy waves can act to rem:JVe terg;:erature discontinu
ities, they could erode a capping inversion and pennit stalled convection to 
again·becane positively buoyant • 

.. _._. 

6. Surmary 

Inversion breaks alrrost entirely occur in the interval between the 00 UTC 
arrl 12 UTC soorrlings. One would asstnne this is a direct result of the time-of
day that wintertine cold fronts rrost frequently pass through the Wim River 
Basin. ·Wht;!n an approaching tropospheric disturbance, usually a Pacific or 
Canadian cold front with cold air advection fran surface to upper troposphere, 
produces the following conditions there is a strong likelitood that any stagnant 
air rrass in the Basin will be replaced: 

1. Greater than 15 m sec-1 km-1 vertical wim shear in a layer fran 
the surface to about 700 mb. This wirrl shear requirenent am:nmts 

·to about 10 kts of speed increase through a 1, 000 feet unstable 
layer. Wirrl directions are generally fran the west quadrant, 
i.e., sruthwest, west, or n:>rthwest. 
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strength, but still able to break the inversion, will produce ally about 5° to .~. 
l0°F wamring a<Ter several hours. Only after tbe initial burst of wamring do the ',_) 
characteristics of the new air ITB.ss begin to show. 

Following cold frontal passage, t}e, greater tbe snao1 depth (four inches or 
nore) , and the colder and drier the new air ITB.ss, tle nore likely the new 
air ITB.ss is to beccne trapped in the Wind River Basin. The longer days and 
shorter nights of spring bring a final end to the cycle. 
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